PREPARATORY COMMISSION OF THE UNITED NATIONS

*Interim arrangements signed at San Francisco June 26, 1945*
*Entered into force June 26, 1945*
*Commission ceased to exist February 1, 1946, upon election of U.N. Secretary-General*

59 Stat. 1411; Executive Agreement Series 461

**Interim Arrangements Concluded by the Governments Represented at the United Nations Conference on International Organization**

The Governments represented at the United Nations Conference on International Organization in the city of San Francisco,

Having determined that an international organization to be known as the United Nations shall be established,

Having this day signed the Charter of the United Nations, and

Having decided that, pending the coming into force of the Charter and the establishment of the United Nations as provided in the Charter, a Preparatory Commission of the United Nations should be established for the performance of certain functions and duties,

Agree as follows:

1. There is hereby established a Preparatory Commission of the United Nations for the purpose of making provisional arrangements for the first sessions of the General Assembly, the Security Council, the Economic and Social Council, and the Trusteeship Council, for the establishment of the Secretariat, and for the convening of the International Court of Justice.

2. The Commission shall consist of one representative from each government signatory to the Charter. The Commission shall establish its own rules of procedure. The functions and powers of the Commission, when the Commission is not in session, shall be exercised by an Executive Committee composed of the representatives of those governments now represented on the Executive Committee of the Conference. The Executive Committee shall appoint such committees as may be necessary to facilitate its work, and shall make use of persons of special knowledge and experience.
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3. The Commission shall be assisted by an Executive Secretary, who shall exercise such powers and perform such duties as the Commission may determine, and by such staff as may be required. This staff shall be composed so far as possible of officials appointed for this purpose by the participating governments on the invitation of the Executive Secretary.

4. The Commission shall:

a. convoke the General Assembly in its first session;

b. prepare the provisional agenda for the first session of the principal organs of the Organization, and prepare documents and recommendations relating to all matters on these agenda;

c. formulate recommendations concerning the possible transfer of certain functions, activities, and assets of the League of Nations which it may be considered desirable for the new Organization to take over on terms to be arranged;

d. examine the problems involved in the establishment of the relationship between specialized intergovernmental organizations and agencies and the Organization;

e. issue invitations for the nomination of candidates for the International Court of Justice in accordance with the provisions of the Statute of the Court;

f. prepare recommendations concerning arrangements for the Secretariat of the Organization; and

g. make studies and prepare recommendations concerning the location of the permanent headquarters of the Organization.

5. The expenses incurred by the Commission and the expenses incidental to the convening of the first meeting of the General Assembly shall be met by the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland or, if the Commission so requests, shared by other governments. All such advances from governments shall be deductible from their first contributions to the Organization.

6. The seat of the Commission shall be located in London. The Commission shall hold its first meeting in San Francisco immediately after the conclusion of the United Nations Conference on International Organization. The Executive Committee shall call the Commission into session again as soon as possible after the Charter of the Organization comes into effect and whenever subsequently it considers such a session desirable.

7. The Commission shall cease to exist upon the election of the Secretary-General of the Organization, at which time its property and records shall be transferred to the Organization.

8. The Government of the United States of America shall be the temporary depository and shall have custody of the original document embodying these interim arrangements in the five languages in which it is signed.
Duly certified copies thereof shall be transmitted to the governments of the signatory states. The Government of the United States of America shall transfer the original to the Executive Secretary on his appointment.

9. This document shall be effective as from this date, and shall remain open for signature by the states entitled to be the original Members of the United Nations until the Commission is dissolved in accordance with paragraph 7.

In faith whereof, the undersigned representatives having been duly authorized for that purpose, sign this document in the English, Chinese, Russian and Spanish languages, all texts being of equal authenticity.

Done at the city of San Francisco this twenty-sixth day of June, one thousand nine hundred and forty-five.

For China:

Wang Chung-Hui
Wu Yi-Fang
Li Hwang
Chun-Mai Carson Chang
Tung Pi-Wu
Hu Lin

For the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:

A. Gromyko
A. Lavrentiev
K. Novikov
S. Tsarapkin
S. Golunsky
S. Kravlov
Rodionov

For the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland:

Halifax
Cranborne

For the United States of America:

E. R. Stettinius, Jr.
Cordell Hull
Tom Connally
A. H. Vandenberg
Sol Bloom
Charles A. Eaton
Harold E. Stassen
Virginia C. Gildersleeve

For France:

J. Paul-Boncour

For Argentina:

M. Cármino
O. Isarra G.
Juan Carlos Bassi
A. D. Brunet

For Australia:

F. M. Forde
H. V. Evatt

For the Kingdom of Belgium:

A. de Schryver

For Bolivia:

V. Andrade
C. Salamanca F.
E. Arze Q.

For Brazil:

P. Leão Velloso
C. de Freitas Valle
Gen. Estevão Leitao de Carvalho
A. Camillo de Oliveira
Dr. Bertha Lutz

For the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic:

K. Kiselev
A. Zhebrak
V. Pertsev
G. Baidakov
F. Shmygav

For Canada:

W. L. MacKenzie King
Louis S. St. Laurent

For Chile:

Joaquín Fernández F.
Marcial Mora M.
José Maza
Gabriel González
Contreras Labarga
F. Nieto Del Río
E. Alcalde C.
Germán Vergara
Julio Escudero
For Colombia:
   ALBERTO LLERAS
   A. GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ
   EDUARDO ZULETA ANGEL
   SILVIO VILLEGAS
   JESÚS M. YEPES

For Costa Rica:
   JULIO ACOSTA
   J. RAFAEL ORAMUNO

For Cuba:
   GINO BELT
   ERNESTO DIHIGO

For Czechoslovakia:
   JAN MASARYK

For Denmark:
   HENRIK KAUFFMANN
   HARTVIG FRISCH
   E. HUSFELDT

For the Dominican Republic:
   M. PEÑA BATTIÈ
   EMILIO G. GODÓY
   GILBERTO SÁNCHEZ LUSTRINO
   T. FRANCO F.
   MINERVA BERNARDINO

For Ecuador:
   C. PONCE ENRÍQUEZ
   GALO PLAZA
   C. TOBAR ZALDUMBIDE

For Egypt:
   A. BADAWI
   IB. HADI

For El Salvador:
   HÉCTOR DAVID CASTRO
   CARLOS LEIVA, M. D.

For Ethiopia:
   AKILU H.
   AMBAYE W.
   EPHREM T. MEDHEN

For Greece:
   J. A. SOFIANOPOULOS

For Guatemala:
   GUILLERMO TORIÉLLO
   M. NORIEGA M.
   E. SILVA PEÑA

For Haiti:
   GERARD LESCOT
   A. LIAUTAUD

For Honduras:
   JULIÁN R. CÁGERES
   MARCOS CARLÁS REYES
   VIRGILIO R. GALVEZ

For India:
   A. RAMASWÁMI MUDALIAR
   V. T. KRISHNAMACHARI

For Iran:
   MOSTAFA ADLE

For Iraq:
   MOHD. FADHEL JAMALI

For Lebanon:
   W. NAÍM
   A. YÁFI
   SALEM
   CHARLES MALIK

For Liberia:
   C. L. SIMPSON
   GABRIEL L. DENNIS
   J. LEMUEL GIBSON
   RICHARD HENRIES
   M. N. GRANT

For the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg:
   HUGUES LE GALLAIS

For Mexico:
   E. PADILLA
   F. CASTILLO NÁJERA
   MANUEL TELLO

For the Kingdom of the Netherlands:
   A. LOUDON

For New Zealand:
   PETER FRASER
   C. A. BERENDSEN

For Nicaragua:
   MARIANO ARGUELLO
   LUIS MANUEL DE BAYLE

For the Kingdom of Norway:
   WILHELM MUNTHE MORGENSTERN

For Panama:
   ROBERTO JIMÉNEZ

For Paraguay:
   CELSO R. VELÁZQUEZ
   J. B. AYALA

For Peru:
   MANUEL C. GALLAGHER
   V. A. BELAUNDE
   LUIS FERNÁN CISNEROS
For the Philippine Commonwealth:

Carlos P. Romulo
Francisco A. Delgado

For Poland:

For Saudi Arabia:

Faisal

For Syria:

F. Al-Khoury
N. Antaki
N. Koudsi

For Turkey:

Hasan Saka
Huseyin Ragip Baydur
Feridun Cemal Erkin

For the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic:

Dm. Manuilsky
Ivan Senin
Alexander Palladin
Mikola Petrovsky

For the Union of South Africa:

J. C. Smuts F. M.

For Uruguay:

José Serrato
Jacobo Varela
Héctor Luisi
Cy Giambruno
Juan F. Guichón
Héctor Payssé Reyes

For Venezuela:

C. Parra Pérez
Gustavo Herrera
A. Machado Hndz
R. Ernesto López

For Yugoslavia:

Stanoje Simić